
1. Preparation & installation
Variant with single seat sledge:
- Drive the fastening sledge of the driver‘s side single seat to the desired position.
- Lay the thread nut into the slot and push it laterally untill the thread itself ist positioned between two slots. Therefore
   you need to push the feather of the sledge a little down (pic. 1).
- Position the included screw nuts in the slots left and right of the thread nut, so that the nut gets locked (pic. 2).  
- Place the storing box on top of the inserted thread nuts with the bore holes being congruent with the thread nuts    

(pic. 3).
- Fix the storing box by screwing the two M6 countersunk screws into the screw nuts (pic. 4).

Variant without single seat sledge:
If the seat fastening is needed for a seat, place the slot nuts (a) in the rails (pic. 5), place the box behind the driver‘s seat 
and fasten it with M8 countersunk screws (b) into the slot nuts (pic. 6).

Storing box 
Viano (Fun)/V-Klasse/Vito with rail system 
Marco Polo Activity/Horizon / Vivaro B life / Trafi c III Spaceclass

Installation guide

2.  Use of the toilet
- For installation of the box, take the toilet out of the box (pic. 7).
- When using the box, open the seat cushion. 
   Note: With the smallest storing box (size 47 cm), the cushion needs to be opened to the back.
- For fl ushing the toilet, pull the handle through the cutout on the front side of the box (pic. 8). 
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If you have any further questions please contact us: +49 (0) 8063 / 20 760 - 0
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